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INTRODUCTION

i

.-

.
.

As we all know, one of the most significant movements within,

the American educptflonal system, during I elhe past that of

bilsingual educatiOn. This move ent was,.among other things, Ace

.outcome of research (Kobrick 972; Rodriguez, 1974), indicatiig

that the treatment of minority school children was characterized

by neglect and negation:

One ofsthe publications. thq helped precipitate this movement

wathe 6614.1 Report (Coleman et al., 1965) that portrayed the

plight of many minority students by comparingtheir school achieve-
{

ment, academU.self-concept, and dropout figures with thOs,f

tnglish-speaking, students.

The pedagogical/political effect'that this and other similar.

studies had on bilingual-bicultural education was extremely beneficial

( 1

<Zirkel, 19i* p.30), since ed atorssand politicians, for the first /

time, viewed the cu ltural and linguistic diversity of minority.

r

an asset rather than a liability lo academic success.

(Anderson and,Boyer,,, 100; Savilleend_Troike, 1971).
S *. ,

,/^

'This change of attitude, however, would have been of no conse- /

quence if'theie,deral.iovernment had not provid6d financial support

to biling61, pl.ograms, especially after the landmark Supreme Court

deAsion of Lau vs. Nichols 41974): Despite the Lau decision and
.

4k
subsequent development pf manybilingualimgrams, bilingual/bicaltural

education has notlyel achieved its full potential. A serious drawback

to its realisation is the lack, of teaching materials and curriculum

designed for bilinguijkschools.

A CO
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This lack of materiali, in turn, is to a great extent due to the
t. .

lack, of language'assessment instruments, ay
iroblemwhCh came t6'light t

,

in both the Lau vs'. Nichols apd the 4iasa vs, California cases. . Many

researchers diihe field=also p tgd out; that thee- is a relatle

paucity of research data on bilingual eduction In general and on

language dominance in particular. Blanco (1977) attributed this
. /

paucity to limited federal funding for such research, stating that the

United States has spent only one -tenth of. one percent of*iis funding

on research to improve the quality.pf bilingual programs*(p.4). 1

Expressing a 4imilar criticism, Woodford.11977) noted that in

addition to o4her shortcomings of such program5 the "least has beep

done in the areas ofevaluation":(p. 130). He further noted that in si"

most school areas, language.dominance determination is based 21-1 such

"cumbevome an time-coni rocests"r ), as "student inter-

-;

views by teachers ,or teacher aits.

But even with the use of tests, other problems appear. Harber

x , .

(976), for examplecited empirical, evidence indicating that

"certAin psychoeducational placement'fests do not measure the learning. ,

abilitiee-they were.intended to measurewhen used with linguistically
,v .

and/or culturally different chil ren" (p. 31).
. .

Discussing the same issue from a different perspective, Eel.ls

(1'953) also pointed out that for a °test to be'freeof cultural bias

it "must be composed of items which deal withmaterials-common to the
3

various subcultures in which it is tote Used': (p. 292).

Intherpast, standardized tests with mihority group children

resulted in an unfavor as seg smeni -of these childlen.'1'he se
ti

discriminatory testing prfctices, which resulted in mAtiple trauMas
'

4.
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for such children, led to court battles and demands-for "conpensatory

punitive damages" to plaintiffs in the 1970s. Such cases as Stewart

Vs. 'Philips in Massachusetts'(1970) or Covarrubias vs. San Diego *fled

School District (19711 revealed the damage of aiscrimtnatOry'testing,
AI

which placed students in classes for the "edudable mentally retarded.';

These cases, which sought substantial damages ($20,000 per student),

"presaged a far-reaching revision of current testing methods" (Oakland;

,1971, p. 64). Moreover, they led the justices in other cases, such as

the-.Lau vs. Nichols and Diana vs. California, to call for a. moratorium

on testing ,language-minority"childrenwith instruments based on white,

'middle-class American children.
)

Their rationale was-that "the relic-
.

bility, validity, and horming of these. tests hss been established for

4

- the general populatierathertr for 4 particular bicultural group"

(Bernardoni, 1967, p: 1).
4 I

Another result 4 these judiaial proceedings, was an impetus for

development of neW
1

ass ssment techniques ipr minority children. Through

funding from DHEW, foundations, or publishing firms,tmany Minority

language dominance tests were developed during the 1970s.
O

Despite the critiiism, from some writers, the validity and

reliability df a number of such instruments, more progress has been
41--1*

made in this Area ih the.last decade than in the previous 50 years.

However, while a multidue of kanguage.dominance assessment instruments

and curriculumoiaterials

children, a paOcit of s

group lang

have been developed for Spani*sh-speaking

imilaimaterials is apparent for other minority

Greeks a cave in point. While this minority group is greater

in side thitn'other group's, such as Filipinos and Portuguese, which

f
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have such instruments (Loik, Pletcher, and Reynolds, 1978),*nothing

...similar has been developed until recently for this group. According

to the U.S. Bureau of Census (1976) over halt'a million people

(542,000) in the United States have Greek as their nAti-ve tongue.

Also, according to the,Survey of income and Edycation of the U.S.
.or,

Bureau of Census0(19,, approximately 88,Q0O'Greek minority children

,petwten the ages of 6 to 18 tiTInot'have Engligh as-their native

tongue CY did not 'use English at.home.

.These Aildren.neeid appropriate language screening tests for

diagnostic And paacementpurposes. Som0 teachers of. Greek bilingual

programs use Spanish language dominance tests, which they have trans-

lated into Greek,. for such purposes. It is gener'My agreed, however,

that such translations contain numerous potential problems and are

usually inappropriate. The best solution to the problem, would, then,

be.the development of

data derived from the

an in*rument that would be based onresearch and

same language group, Greek in this case, for

1

which it will be developed.

It is true that the academic achievement of the Greek immigrants.,

(Krug, 19.76; Moskos,, 1980)#has been_ surprisingly high compared, to

other minority groups. ',However, some Greek studenta have been sent

to classes for the mentally handicapped, becapse they scored low on

culturally,biased achievementoteqs or because they had to answer a

a language they did not
%
-understand. Such children should be

appropriately assessed before they were assigned tcYclasses for'llie

mentally,hdndiciPped. Thus, problems, traumas. "an sigmas could

have been.avoide4,benefiting both'the students and society. The

'Aevelopmene; then, of such an instrument by this researcher - the
P

test in

.

. .

1

Mu.

4
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building Of wh c.h gill be discussed in the followimg pages aimed

at Tillingthis great gap in the area of language assessment of Greek

,-
bilingual children and was also a response to federal legislation

calling for such instruments.

r

.4

4
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Subljects of the Study

The subjects for_the dEVeiopmentilof the instrument were four

hundred and three (463) male and female students attending erades

1-4 at the Greek Bilingual Program and Greek Parochial School of

Tarpon Springs, Florida; the Saint Demetrios Greek Parochial School

in New York; and the BUdlong Ele'Mentary Public School im Chicago.

All the above schools, with the exception oft' the Tarpon Springs

Parochial School, are day schools. The.B4dlong_ School is a public

school with many bilingual programs, one ofwhichtis the Greek

Bilingual Program. The student population is basically middle or

/upperl-lower class. The.ttudentos of the Greek program cote mainly from
.

7new immigrants of a midlitesokzioeconomic status. Many of these

students; therefore, are Greek language dominant. The oterwhelming

majority ofthe students of the Soier.cips Ellenas School inNew York,

on.t4 other hand7are born in the United States and come ?Obm a.

middle'to upper-middle class background. The Saint Deietrios students

present a mixture of older and'recent parent immigration. MOst of.
these Odents come from'a middle to upper-middle class background.

Criteria used for this selection were locales with a Concentra-

tion of Greek-speaking people, and with the psence of one'or more

Greek bilingual schools. The selection of these schools and geographic

regions is assumed to be represktati.ve of Greek'bilingual students of

the same age in other parts of the country. This procedure, in turn;

of selecting a wide geographical representation, enhanced the

*a.
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external validity of the instrument,' compared to a selection of a 0

more limited scope. Furthermore, the sample size, which exceeded

300 students, was a good representation of the total population and

adequate for the development of the instrument..

Development" of the instrument began.with a large number of

items. Subsequent revisions reduced them to 80 items each forthe

Greek and English versions (60 pictorial apfdr 20 verbal, stimuli).

The selection of the initial items was based on a random satpling

of words appearing in the'vocabulary lists of the Gilades 1-4

readers for Greek and American children. A,vol of more than 60

multiple choice items was derived from such vocabulary lists.

These.items were divided laio four general categories aimed at.

testing the subjects' Imowledge of family, neighborhood, school,

pd church objects. Likewise, more than 20 Greek and English question

.

items were designed to measure the subjects' command of grammar and

syntax in each language.

The:final instrument consisted of 80 item's, 40 for the Creel(

and 40 for. the English4e \, 30 of which are elksigned to elicit

a response to a verbal stimulus'using multiple phoice(pictOfial

ant.rmitives. Specifically,ech multiple choice item consists

of a word stimulus on the left, followed by a series of five related

pictures, one of which is the correct answer to 'the stimulus.

Accordingly, responden$1 were asked to match the word with-the

appropriate, picture. The inremaing items are verbal stimuli in

'sentence form, designed to elicit a grammatically and syntactically

correct answer to a question.

9
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Special tare was taken to make the test items reflect the dual

history and culture of the sub pets. Thus, 'six itefis in the multip

choice paredf the instrument'and two question items differed in the

Greek and English. components of the tests. The difference reflecte'd

the disSimillr sociocultural background of a child 'raised in Greete

as opposed to the U.S.A. For example, item 11 in the multiple choice

test depicts a carrot in the English test but an olive in the Greek

test, since olives are a much mory common item, in the Greek diet

than carrots; similarly, item 49 depicts the American flag in the

English component and the Greek in the Greek.

This general item formulation was presented to the participant%

.
of both the general and special Greek colloqium at Florida State.

University for feedback and recommendations relevant to further
"t

improvement. _The participants of the general colldqium were

approximately 25 doctoral students of the Florida State University

bilingual programomanyof whom were former bilingual teachers and

who represented such diverge language groups as Greek,' Spanish,

Tagolog, Vietnamese, and Arabic. The partielpants,of the Greek

colloqium were eight/doctoral students in the Florida StateUniversity

Greek bilingual program,-some of whom were graduates of institutions

110

of higher education in Greece. The instrument was also presented for

feedback to other lgnguage specialists and experts at Plorida State ,

-University and elsewhere.

The experts consulted, suggested various changes and/or

AI
substj/tutions in the items, as well:as positioning of items within the

test. The instrument was revised and again preiented to the experts

who considered it adequatefor its purpose. This examination,

/
JL
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critique, revision, and,final approval of the instrument constituted

one of the basic steps in establishing its content,validity.

After final revision and approval 1: the panel of reviewers,, the
.

. pictorial test items were given to an illustrator for illustration.
.

After Illustrations were completed, the test was finalized in both Greek

and English. The test items were placed in a progressive order of

It'was expected that only the 'students of higher grades

woukd be able to answer most or all of t he items coilectly.

Select/on of the items was based on the following criteria:

(a) the'items should take cognizance of the child's ability.to use

'such an item at,a particular age-, (b) the'items should be interesting

and enjoyable enough.to stimulate the child's response, (c) the

oi t

items should, sample a variety of vocabUlary and activi ies, and
1 .

.

(d) the items should include, where.possible, the same, similar, or

equivalent stimuli in both languages. .

PilOt Testing and Results

The pilot testing included 42 subjects from Grades 1-4 of the

Greek Bilingual School and the Church School in Tarpon Springs,

Frorida. Of these 42 test responses - 8:at Grade 1, 10 at Grade 2,

at.Graae 3,-and 15 at grade 4 - two were found invalid and were

excluded from computer analyses.

\,
They tests, were subsequently colded.and given to thesPlorida

State University Evaluation Service Centet for a Standard Item

I

_Analysis Prograii. The main stAtistics of interest in this analysts

ere the mean standard'cevilacion, reliability, and ,standard error

of measurement of each grOup. These statistics are presented in

Table 1,
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Table 1

Pilot Test Statistics

trd

4 Greek.

Gr. n

Part a Part B Tote].

X SD r11 .EM
,

Tc SO r11 SEM -) J SD irll SE4
i , ,

1 8 20.87 8,,76..89 3.09 1.50 .53 .00 '.59 22.3S 9.15 .88 3.15

2 9 19.56 16.67 .97 1.04 1.78 1.99 .72 1.06 21.33 18.47 .97 3.20,
. ,

3 8 28.48 14.27 .95 3.14 '1.69 2.85 .83.1.17 30.17 17.32 .96 3.46
. -

4 15 31.51 13.86 .94 3.27 1.73 3.37 .88 1.19 33.27 15.56 .95 3.47,

:English

1 8 32.50 6.Q7 .76 2.89 3.00 2.00 .67 1.14 35.50 7.19.,80 36.20

2 9 :41.66 4.20-.66 2.40. 8.22 4.17 ;83,1.70 49.89 J6.66 .81 2.94

3 8 ,49.63 4.14 .81 1.81 5.00 7.54 .95 1.71 54.63. 6.30 - .83.2.59
or ,

.4-

4 15 47.60 13.55 ...iS 1.76 .10.60 Y.68 .,93,1.98 58.20 16.27 .97'2.77,

= 60 for Part A

k =- 20 for Part B

A large number of items in both\the Greek and Englisktest

t. yielded a large difficulty index, ife. were easy,'while a few of them 0
if ,

'Presented a small difficulty index, i.e. were difficult. To -:

remeay this problem the verbal cues ofthese items were '.0,aaged.

4

I. 4

In the item analysis, the number

perform well was larger than the

that the subjects found many more

of the test than in the Greek one

of English test items that did nat

Greek one. The reason for this is

elsy items in the English section.

. Thus, almost all changes yin th'e

English test ere focused on increasing thd difficulty of these

items.

%es

I-

A
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In Section B of the Greek t'st, the anguage

also found that certain items were out of ptogres

order and were reordered. The same approach was
..

. the,English test.

componemig, it was

sive difficulty

employed inSection

.

, . .

The individual grade religbilities of Secition A Por the reek

4
test Were higher than those of-the English, .with the exception of

..

:

.4Vade 4,wheie t
'

reliability
,

of the Greek test-was': d the
.

.
, ...

.,..
--, English...98. The reason for th enerilViligfigr relia ilities

. .

of-the,,Greek test is attributed to the greater discrimination' ralue

of -tie Greek items proba5N, caused by their lower difficulty index

and greater standard deviation compared to their English counterparts.,
.. , .

Thereliahilities of Section B, the language.componerit of theitest,
.

. -

are generalfy thigher on the Enzlish.iest, but the difference between ' 4114' '. .1. ,o. '.
a..*the two tests heTe'lvtailer"tilan in Sect n A. On 'n able

.
- .

ekeeption.in this section, however, I.
144

where the reliability is-zero. ThiSYesu

most of the first gradeistooperits Were

in
1.

Greek, since the Greek alphabet anipang,

G de'.1 of- the Greek. test,

was 31.te to'the fact

ableto read or write

age are more difficult

thantEnglish. The effect of the difficulty in reading and

lo reliabil.it appearing,

t. The -anon for

. . ,

upon the subjects is also manifested in the
. s,

.

in the same grade and section of therkEnglish

. ..

the higher reliabilifies of the English test t is dtems were
,

. , .

...

. ,

.

.

generally easier to thOlgubjecis than those of the Greek test. This
.. .

ease, which -is deMonstratedz,in the higher means, of -the Engli

section, resulted iArt higher ifemliartance and thus higher reliabilities.

codsideration,tha length of this component --

:only 20 items == one is drawn to the conclusion that its reliability
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,

is quite high.

In comparing the-
.

itke.Greeksand English

overall.reliabilities ($eCtion.,rand B) of

`S.
tests, it is apparen that the.reliability

of the Grill( test is higher

eiteptpn of Grade 4, where

. Examining the means of

ihan'thaof thl English, with the

:§! and .97.they are almost equal:
.

the test, oh the other hand, one easily

: notes the substantial difference between the Greek and English test

means:: The differene clearly denotes that the subjects scayjed

Engtish than in Greek, ah easily explained fact when one
, .

t
considbrs that most of thetsubjtcts'have been in the United Stated

for a number of yekars and have'also been itmersed in an English

language environment.

Schools and SubjeFts r

After compeer analysis of the pilot testing data, and

. F.ield Testing

ensuing item revision, the instrument was ready for field testing.
43,

The field testing conducted in earinZe.1979,..included two

.jstages: test and retest. The originAl number of subjects per

grade.and school are as follows:

. Grade
e V

School 2 ') School-3 . Total
* °

1 1. 23 -39 94
- . ,

2 . . 25 3.7 102
. N

3 26 11 55 92

4 7 16, , 9' 48 73

1 -4 90 .. 89 182 361

1
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In order to obtain test-retest data, the instrument was

administered twice, with an interval/of approximately a week betwlein

the.two-test administrations. Of the'361,4ubjects,tested, only 337

responses were used for CoMputeanalysis., The remaining 24 tests

,

were excluded from t1 analyses, either because they were,deemed

invalid for various reasons, including "ChristMas-treeing,"

insufficient making, or reading and writing difficulty (10 cases),

or because the subjects were not present in both-administrationAt of

the instrument -(14 cases). The total 'number of cases excluded from

the analyses is quite small compared to the total sample population.

The high rate of clean data is partly attributed to favorable cooper-
.

;4)
ation from the,school personnef as well as from the subjects.

Data Coding.
.

The'response data w re boded onto optically scannable answer

Alalsheets. In addition; d prior to this, thewriter read and marked

411 Section B test, both Greek and English. At the end, each subject
*

had, two opscan sheets of data, one for the test and one for the retest.

,After the completion of coding, a general check was made on allr
coded data, test responses and identification data 'coding, to ensure

that there were no miNi.ng data and that all marks were properly

.0 .°
entred.., The rate of missing or incomplete data was les s than one

k

percept.

The dicta were then separated according to grades and an answer

key.for each test and section was made.. The data were given to the
il

Florida State University Evaluation Services to be tra1

a disk file.so that the appropriate statistical analyses

made. These analySes included the following:. (A) test

erred to--0

4
could be

reliability

'e.

01,
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'(coefficient alpha), (b) mean, (standard deviationan4 SEM (c) test-
r teft""

*rettist reliability, .(d)lavalues peritem,,(q) p pt'beirlil values
. ;, 4.= vie ,

per item., and (f) concurrent* analyses4eanalyses were-

-7
performed for each part 'and-the ,tot/1 of the EngilShiand Greek tests,

by grade, as well as for the total rcalp of subjects.

A

R.

,

*

. ti

b. .
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The result
.;:r

s of the study included thd following: (a) analysis of

. ,

the item pool, (b) item selection for final in-struient(c) character-
.

, .
- ,

,

,istics of final instrument, (d) iegt=ietest reliabilities (e)reliabi-1 ,

se

15 -

i' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION '
NIA .

0

..
1.

lities bykschooiand sex and'ff) Concurrent validity.
. . .

%

.

, , - .

Inalysisof the Item Pool
4 ' i; :

The statistical characteristics ofthe item pool were examined

to facilitate sqlection of items fbr.the final instrument. First,

the means and standard Rieviations of the pupils' scores for each

'part of thete;tb(Greek and English) were,computed. Second, the

, internal consistency. reliability pefficientsfor the ,parts were

10P.
calculated, Third, discrimination indices, correlatiOnsbetween

each item and the part score were calculated. The same statistics

were calcpldted.for the total 80 -item pool. The means; standard

\.
devia

4
ions, and,internal consistency of 'scores over the items in the

pool are shown in Table 3.

fit "11

I

1

o
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Characteristics of the Item Pool (N = 302)

SubtestlA , Subtest B Total Test

Grade .1n X r
11

.4!"
SD r

11
XD

, 11

.

English
o
est

.

1, %5 35.14 8.43 .876 '7.40 5.22 .904

2 61 38.60 5.62 .765 11.,67 4.09 .86

3 87 43,87 8.46 .913 14.15 3.83 .846

4. 69 39.48 4.89 :772 16.97 3.19 .838
* L I

1-4 302 43.10 8,61 .901 12:57 5.51 .921

Greek Test

1 85 32/45 13.60. ..947 4..93 4.56 .898

2 61 42.33 8.81 .890 .7.73
o
444 .849

3 ( 43.03 13.16 .923 10:80 4.20 .821

V
4 69 44.17470.25 .930 12.26. 5:01 .904

1-4 302 40.1]. 12.04 .941 9.04 5.32 .904

a

3

42.54 12.76 .927 .

50.27 8.72 .868

58.39 10.81 .927

56.45 7.04 .853

55.66 13.20 .941

37.38 16.67 .955
\-2

50.07, 11.50 .911

53.84 12.81 .530

56.43 14.36 .951

49.15 16.05 .954

The data. show thqwtha mean performance of subjects was greater

on the English items than on the'greek items. Since the content of .

flp:items was desinged to be parallel,Ahis dffference in performance

is probably due to greater competence of the subjects in the English

language, which is the primary language in the subjects' schools

Subjects were more variable in their perfoimance on the Greek items

than thelEnglish items This finding might be associated with

the difference in means and a slight tendency toward ceiling'effects.'

4
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For example, the largest standard deviation is associated with the'

smallest mean for total scores on both the English and Greek tests.

The items have a substantial degree ofinternal consistency as

refle&ed in the alpha coefficients.

oe
Item Selection for Final Instrument

,

In examining the data for internal. consistency, item and part

analyses showed that the ZO--item pool possessed the appropriate
A 4

statistical characteristics to permit development of a shorter.'

A

instrument. The final instrument included 40 Greek and 40 English items.

Specifically, the election of the 40 items (30 multiplechoice and'

10 free-response tems)was'based on the following criteria: (a) each

.

item-should have an acceptable point biserial value,(greater than or

equal to .30), (b) the parts.(English and,Greek) of the instrument

should be based,,item byitem, on the ,same pictorial or qlfstiOn

cues, (c) the two parts of the final instrument should pAseSs the

closest'pbssiblepoint biserial values, item by item, -and items whose

Greek or English components might present significantly difterent

poiAt biserial values should be excluded, and (d) the,resulting

Greek and English parts of the final instrument shOuldpresent

comparable reliabilities. Thus, the final parts of the instrent

were designed to be of equal diff c'ulty for a balanced bilingual child.

All items without ariance were automatically excluded from

consideration in the f selection process. Furthermore, the

selection of an item was based on its oyall performance and not

merely on its performance in selected grades. jased on the foregoing

criteria, 4CY items were finAlly selected for p6th the Greek and English

parts of the instrument.

J 1 J.
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c6at24cterlstics'o4 Final Instrument,
,-,

. '.
.

''
Reliabiliti.es nand' other pertinent statistics obtained by the

final 4.0-item instrument 4/7r.e presented in Table 4
_.

,,

* ,

The reliabilities on botthe Greek and English parts of the /
t N.

instrupent are 'quite higk and only slightly lower than those M .

.

the'entiteitem pool (eek4able 3). The differences between the
°

,
. /

reliabilities of the twq,paits of the instrument are negligible and

not statistically significant. The largest difference appears in

Grady 4, where the reliabilities were .78 for the English part and :92

for the GreekpaA.' This difference may be attributed to a low variance

and hightmean for the English part for this &rade, whicmay have

caused a ceiling effect, as well as to a restriction in the Sample
.

compilation, since the majority of subjects foi this grade.(47 out

of 69) cams Era the same school`. jiarever, the diffetence between

the two reliabilities is not statistic ally significant.

Table,4

Statistical Characteristics of the Final 40-Item

Inptrument by Grade Level and Overall

Differences between

4 Englis1-4/2rstc Craek rest the two' pats
,

-

A--

Gr. n i SD r.'' SEM i SD r11 SEM
- 11

X. SD 'r
11

SEM
11

1 85 610 8.04 .910 2.41 20.15 9.93 .936 2138 2.95 8.25 .830 3.38

2 61 30.15 5170 .843 2.28 28.05 6.62 .865 2.38 2.10 8.13 .840 3.25
. .

.

3 _87 33.98 5.10 .863 1.89. 21.27,7.30 ,895 2.34 4.70 8.37 .870 3.01

4 ...g9 34.09 4.00 .776 1.92 30.06 8.01 .922 224 4.03 7.75 .850 3.02

1-4 302 30.49 7.80 .924 2.18. 26.50.9.10 .931 2.37 3.99 8.22 .840 3.29

6U

A 7.
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As shown inTable 4, means for the Greek and English parts are.-.*.

.

consistently different. This difference, which favors the Eliglj.sh-
4, '

part and is larger on the higher .grades, is statisfically sign'Hidnt

and indicates a greater.-competence of the subjects in the Eng1-i-sb

language:

0t
The standard deviations of the instrument are generallr,high

compared to those of the 80 -item, pool (see TIOle 3), since041 items

pxcluded from the final instrument had glow or no variance and thus

their exclusion had no serious effect on the variability of the
.

instrument. The standard deviations of the Greek part-are:generally

higher than those of the English. These higher standard deviations and

accothpanying larger.variances are the basic reason for the higher

reliabilities bf the Greek part;.since there is a,direct relationship

betweenthese two statistics. The Grade 4 standard deviation'of the

Greek/part is higher than expected, especially'when compared to the

stand7d deviations of Grades 2 aid 3 The reason for this'high

standard deviation may be due tol wide variability in language

ability among the subjects of'this group.

The standard errors of measurement for both paits are comparably

small. These smallfstandard errors of measurement are also reflected

in the generally high reliabilities of both parts, since there is an

Inverse relationship between these two statistics.

The reliabilities of the difference between scores on the

Atop
English and Greek partg are quite large and stable across grade

levels. These valu7s are quite satisfying, because it is the

difference between the scores on the English and Geek parts that .-

constitutes the language dominance score. Therefore,. these reliabilities
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are orucial to the ef4ctiveness of th4'instrtiment in reliably

differentiating between Greek and English dominant' children.{

The remaining statistics fort0'..differendes, means, standard
Ir

deviations, and.standard ;errors of measurement are also stable.

The standard error of measureplant values are higher than those of.

each individual part. because the variances of errors of measurement

are added together when the differen4 bgtween parts is determined.

Test-Retest:Reliabilities

The instrument was administered a second time to the Objects,

..:. /1
approximately one week after the first administr;ation, to examine

k
the stability of its results over.a period of time. Table 5 shows

these-test-retest reliability results by grade level and overall.

4 Table 5

Tesp-Retest Reliabilities

by Grade Level acd Overall

differences between
-

Englisp Parti Greek Part _ .the Two Parts
1

.

Gr. ,n X SD rll SEM il SD
r
11 SEM 4 SD r11 SEM

,

i 1 85 El 23.10 8.04 .715 2.41 Cl 20,15 9.93 .754 2.38 D1 2.95 8.25 .686 3.38

E2 22.B6 8.44 4.47 G2 19.59 9,59 4.80 D2 3.27 7.58 4.24.

-2. 61 El 30.15 5.70 .863 2.28 G1 28.05 #.62 .821 2.38 D1 2.1d 8.13 .860 3.25

E2 29.75 6.27 242 G2 27.58 7.09 2.98 .02 2.17 7.89 2.92

3 87 El 33.98 5.10 .822 1.89 G1.29.2/7.30 476 2.34 D1 4.70 8.37 .572 3.01
...- t

E2 33.20 5.34 '2.24 G2 28.73 7.33 5.39 D2 4.47 9.06 ti98 /
. ,

4 63 El 34.03 4.00 .661 1.92 GI 36400 1,-,1 ,aa8 2.24 Dl 4.03 7.73 .361 1.02

E2 3501 4.09 2.37 G2 28.48 3.50 3.14, D2 6.54 8.50 3.15

c ,

1-4 302 El 30.40 7.80 .853 2.18 G1 26.50 9.10 .781 2.37.. D1 3.99 8.22 .328 3.29

E2 29.90 7.96 3.10 G2 25.78 3.37 4.40L D2 4.12 8.38 4.36

.

P :
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The test-retest reliabilities, with the eXception of Grade 3 of

the Greek part, showed considerable stability pf.results over time.

Additionally, test-retest reliabilities of the difference between the

two-parts of the_instrrfit are substantial.
1

Considering the numerous sous of error tqat can enter into a

(
test retest administration as compared too a single administration

of an instrument, the, obtained overaltreliabilities of .85 for the
r

Laglish part and .78 for the Greek seem adequately large. Thz.-

reliabilities of the differences between the English and GreeR

parts are especially encouraging in view of the difficulties often

associated witIthe use of indice'generated from the difference
1

between. two sC7N.
Reliabilities by School

Table- 6,-which summarizes the reliabilities.of the instrument.

by school, shows ihatAliabilkies were acceptably high both for

individual schools as well as)ov'erall. Additionally, thereliabilities
1I

of the differences"between the two pallis bAolndividual school and

overall Are extremely close. The means of the two components are

very similar for school 1, but they are higher for the English part

,

in schoo1.3 Ipd especially school 2, denoting that-the subjects of

sc cgs 3 and 2'had greater competence in English. This is explained

by the fact that school 1 is a public school with A large variability

of ability among its subjects -- nan o which are recent Greek

.

Imminrant children =- while schools 3 an are parochialith a

more homogeneous, "Americanized" mid41e class student populttion.

The means of the difference between tile two parts express the
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numerical differenc*)between the english and Greek parts of the

instrument and the higher scoring of the subjects, especially in

school 2, on the English part.

Table 6

Reliabilities of the Final Instrumen by School (s)

/English , Greek Differences between

the Two Parts

X SD r-t
11

SEM Y SD r
11

SEM Y SD r
11

1 79 '26.31 9%46 .935 2.27 25.9 10.12 .952 2.23 .32 8.45 .850 3.30

2 48 26:89 9.10 .441. 2.18 19.30 10.72 .952 2.36 7.59 10.06 .900 3.22
4

.3 175 33,21 5.30 .847 2.07' 28.34 7.19 .889 2.37 4.87 6.64 .770 3.19
.1

1-3 302 X0.49 7.80 .924 42.18 26.50 9.10 .931 2.37 3. 9 8.22 .840 3.29

Finally the standard,deviatiens of the difference are stable and

7 jarge'across choole. The standard errors of Measurement ire almost

identical among schools, showing that the in'strument's performance

was similar among schools: This similarity, along with similarities

among the standard eviatiohs and reliability show Mat results

of the instrument wer similar among different school settings.

Reliabilities by Sex

S6 as a variable d not appear to have an effect do the

teliability of the instrument, Table 7 shows the similar_ reliability

.values yielded for -females- d males on both English (.917 vs. .923)
. .

and Greek (.925 vs. .942) par s. The table also, indicates that

the standard error Of measurement values for males and females

are Vso-small on both parts.

16.

0

se.



The tests yielded..olightly higher standard deviation value
. .

for males, 'especially on the Greek' component, resulting In slightly'

higher but not, uatistically, significantly different reliability

values for males when compared to females.

Tab

Rel lities by Sex

Difference betucben

English Greek the Two Parts

Sex Gr. n X SD
r
11 SEM X Sid rll SEM 3 SD rll SEM

M 1-4 138 29.56 8.27 .923 2.32 24.62 10.03 .942 2.41 4.94 9.53 .880 3.34

F 1-4 164' '31.12 7.57*.917 2.12 27.71 8.17 .925 2.12 3.41 6.62 .780 3.11

t.

A difference of means in favor-9f the female subjects is shown,

which is statisticalLy significant on both the English and Greek

parts at the p<.05 level. The yield of higher scores for femaler.
subjects coincides with research findings (Restak, 1979) on sex as

a predictor of language acquisition.

Irythe reliability of difference values between the two parts,

a difference, not statistically significant, is shounfin-favor of the

males -- .88 vs. .78. This dif4rence may be attributed to the

larger standard deviation of the scores of the males.

Concurrent Validity

Content validity of the instrument was established through a

panel of experts. 'To further investigate the validi,xy of the

instrument, however, an examination of its concurrent validity

was undertaken. Teacher ratings of the bilingualism of each student

were used as an-independent criterion measure of language dominance.

tiJ
f
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Each subject was assignecka code refieetinthis/her language classifi

ft

catebn asdesignated.bythe teachers; .a cOde.of 1 indicated Greek

1 age dominance,. a code of 2 indicated balanced bilingualism,- d..
/

a code of 3 indtcated English language dominance. The teacher

4ratings were then transferred to the subjects' cotputer record and
2 00,

a correlation coefficient expressing the teacher/instrument agreement
,

was obtained.

Such correlations are usually low due to the multiple sources

of error entering their calculation. Sources of error may arise

4
from a teacher's subjective evaluation of a Subject's bilingualism::

Such errors may bebased on factors such as the length of acquaintake ,

with the subject, teaching experienCe, teacher's degree of bili,Qgualism,

and subject's foreign accent or lack of it, resulting.in leniency

error, halo'effect.error, and so on: Such errors increas the

likelihood of misclassification of a subj .. Another, nportant

factor which contributes to the misclassifica of a subject is

the category of balanced bilinguals, but alSo kifinguals with a

leaning towards one language. ,The extent of this leaning/ is quite

difficu ascertain and is therefore an important potential

source of error. Finally, the imperfection 9f the instrument per

se contributes to error.

The concurrent validitycoefficientS for this study were obtained

in the f011owing'way. First, the Greek and English scores for each

subject were calculated and tilt0Greek score was subtracted from the

English score. cdnd, the subjects were classified as Greek

dominant,.balanced bilingual ;'' r English dominant based on the

difference calculated in the first step. A subject was classified



1

as Greek English dominant .if the difference between hid or her

Greek and English stores was larger than.apprqximately +1.5 standard

errors of measurement, or +5 ppintS. If the store difference was
4

.,, smaller than thvmentioned error -of meagaremeht.difference,
A

subject was classified as a balance44141,ingual. The selection.of

this value for theilassification'of the subjects was arrived at

through a process" of professional judgement and examination. of the

'data.

4111 The resulting Ciesificatiohs pf subjects were then tmpared
s7

.

to the teack ratings. The correlation coefficients obtained per

grade and OVerall-were.awkallow : Grade 1, .47; Grade 2, .47;.

Grade3, .56; Grade 4, .27; d Grades 1-4, .47 4 .

p

4
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SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS,

0 AND RECOMMENQATIONS

Summary

-

S

a**

The item pool of the'instrument was "eloped during the spring

of 1979, and the item selection process and evaluation was critiqued

by over 30 bilingual doctoral students and language experts,

Through this procedve the content validity oftthe instrument was

established. The item,pool was then pilot tested with 42 subjects

in Grades 1 through:40 the Greek Silingual schools in Tarpon

Sp#ngs,ylorida,at the end of May 1979. An item analysis of the

data revaled.the.strong as well the %steak points of the instrument.

io
In general, findings revealed (see Table 3) that the item pool's

reliabilities were generally high, but that certain items, especially

*
in the English part, were easy. These items were, therefore,

lbstituted with others of bettet discriminating value.

The; field -test administration that followed, in early June
,

f dncluded three schools (two in New York and one in Chicago) and

an initial population of,361 subjects attending Grades 1-4. The

4
item pool was administered to the subjects twice to examine both

its test.andAest-retest reliabilities. Further ore, teacher ratings

of the glibject language dominance were obtained, Such ratings

were later compared with the test results in.order'to examine the
41

25.

go

4

6

4

114
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concurrent validity of the final- iA4ment. The an alysis of test
,

. .

conducted according to dade and .school,asurell as

across schools and grades (see.Table 3), 45bwed that reliabilities

for all segments of the item pool (Subtest Subtest B, and Total

Test) were quite high, both across grades and schools (.94 for the

English and .95 for the Greek part).

. After the internal consistenc1 relipility of the item pool

was established,.selections of the best 40 items for the Greeks

,

and fbr the English were macho. TheSe items, constituted the'final

instrument. Selection of these items was based primarily on the

point biserial values. Items were selected that had iarge point

biserial values on botthe English .and Greek rsions of the test.

The, final instrument (see Appendix A) was then examined for

its internal consister{cy and other pertinent statistics. The resUlts

4P J'

(see Table'4) shfted that the internal consistency reliabilities,

both by grade and overall, were high for bOth components of the

instrument (.92 for the English vs. .93 for the Greek) and only

slightly lower than those ofthe 80-item pool. They alo showed

' 4 .
that the reliabilitie's of the difference, -which are crucial_

. to the'
/ g

efiectiveneK of the i*rument, were quite large and stabl across

Aljgrades. The instrument was then examined for its test- st

reliability,to determine its stability over a pll od OT time. This

examination (see Table 5) showed that the instrument generally?

yielded high reliabilietes. Th values of test-retest* reliabilities
o A. et

were, however, lower than the internal consistency. reliabilities"

(.85 for the nglisi and .78 for the Greek), due to additional sources
-

of error that ormally enter into a test - retest reliability.

0,
tit
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t'he instrument was also-eiamined by means of a't -test, to determine'

if. any statistically significan =t difference wai, evidenced in the

reliability values by school. or by sex of the subjects. The statis-
,1'

dcal analyses (see Tabies 6.and 7) showed that such differences
.

did not exist,

Finally, the instrument was examined for its concurrent

or

validity. Thus, the tpacher'ratings of the subjects were compared

toirhe-cli.fieez....lces in test scores o the same subjects, and a

correlation coefficient was obtained. The results of this analysi-

shdwed considerable support' or the concurrent validity of the

instrument.

No

Conclusions

Examinations nstrument in relation to field-test4data,

,internal consistency re,liabi ity, test-retest reliability, xeriab4-

lity by school and sex, 4 dity demonstrated thatrthe instrument

10
,.. ) do't.

.possessed'highweliability and usable validity values. Furthermore,

the data from the instrument was consistent with existing theories

about the relationshipbetWeen the language ability of subject's

-
d

,

of different socioeconomic backgrounds, as well as the well established
i.,

fact-laf."difference in anguage-aptitude between males and females.'

These facts sugge$t that the instruTent constitutes a respec-

table instrument forthe measurement of the language dominance of

Greek bilingual children attending Grades 1-4 in the United States.

..



Limitations of the Study

and Recommendations

Despite careful consideration of possible sources of error,

,

the study presents certain limitations. RA' example, the study

does not provide for a-pirallel tom which would be an additional

measurement of the instrument's reliability and would have been

of great assistance-to school personnel and test administrators.

A more serious limitation, however, is the circularity appearing

/sin the instrument characteristics. Ideally, selection .of the best

40 items,to build the final instrument should have been followed

by a new adminstration of these items to the subjects to obtain

a more accurate picture of the statistical characteristics of the

'instrument. Such an administration, however, was not feasible due

to time constraints and problems of school approval for additional

testing.

Another limitation of the instrument is also the assumption

that...the difficultyof its English part is equal to that of the

Greek,part. This assumpkions primarily based on the fact that

the items selected came from the same sampling domain and were

judged to,be'of equal diffiCulty. Additionally, the administration

of an instrument during the end ot the school year does ;:)t meet

ideal test conditions, since school personnel and subjects are

more concerned with year-end tasks. A futifte researcher should'

try to administer Via- instrument at a more propitious time of

the school year'. Future research should also include a more

balanced subject population within grades, especially for the fourth

grade, where 47 out of the 69 subjects come from one school only. .
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Finally, is recommended that future research, should attempt

tp expand the scope of the present instryhent to include' all

elementary schdol grades, thus providing the ,sdhool systems of the

country with dieliable and valid instru nt for the measurement

of the language dominance of Greek bilingual children.

a

OP
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AppENDIX A

LANGUAGE DOMINANCE TEST FOR GR*

BILINGUAL CHILDREN:

ENGLISH AND GREEK PARTS
.

(FIELD TEST)

(Greek version omitted because of

poor reproducibility)
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- Date

Time Started
Time Completed

Dctions to the Student:

Read the directions VS_ yourself as your proctor reads 'th out loud

to you.

In the following exercise you will see fir pictures on the right

and a word on the left of each row. Put an X on the picture that means

the same as the word on the left. BE SURE TQ ANSWER ALL"nrQUESTIONS:

EXAMPLE': I

......."
You Oil' see the word flird on the left and an X on he picture Of the

bird. Now do tha,next egampie.

EXAMPLE: II
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21. Togs

*22.. Rubbers

*23. Fun, el
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24: Casserole
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31, Log

Plumber'

*33. looldier

* 31. Lngineer

* 35. 3akei-
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41. Snake

W42. Squid

*43. Carton .

* 44. 'Tractor

3

-* 45. Accordion
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46. Slinrl.hork

41. Stan)

49. _ Spiral

* 49. Cray,:ns

P 50. Painting
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* 51. S11 n

.52. Rectangle

* 53. Ruler

54. Safety pin

55. Cati edral
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zm.

11.105
1' Oil ilti
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56. Miter

57. Dome

5C. Chandelier

59. Altar
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Name:

Grade:

School:

Tire Started:

51

Date

Tire Ended:

DIRECTIONS

Please answer as man; uestions as you,can in the s:ace provided after each

question. Do lot use a "YES" or "NO" answer. Your answers will not be seen

or graded by your teacher.

EXAMPupe.

QUESTION: What is your dame?

ANSWER: Py name is John or my name is Mary, etc.

is QUESTIONS

I. Q. Now old are you?

A.

2. Q. Were you born in the United States?

A.

*3. Q. What do you like about watchin ,TV?

A.

4. Q. Who is your favorite character in a comic book and why?

A.

70k75. d What sport do you like best?

A.

lir 6. Q. Why would a dog make the best pet?

, A.

lir 7. Q. Which subjects do you like the most in school?

A.

lir E. Q. What would youlike to do during the summer?

A.

lir 9. Q. Where would you like to go for a field trfItitv

A.

5 3
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lk 10. Q. What would you expect to see in a museum?

m.

*11. Q. Now do you celebrate your birthday?

A.

12. Q. If you Wad a lot of money, what would you do with it?

A.

10'13. Q. Aid; occupation 40 you like the most?

A.

14. Q: Now would you like to utilize your free time?

A.

15. Q. What is a bird'of prey?

A.

16. Q. What glom of transportation do you use to come to school every day?

A.
.

17. Q. What are the advantages of living in a big city instead of'aS-Mall town?

A.

18. Q. Now would you like to spend your time, if you didn't have to go to

school every day?

A.

19. Q. If you could change into an mal, which one would you like to be

and why?

A.

Q.

A.

If you could live-in another country, which one would you choose an

why?
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